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This dissertation firstly introduces the background and significance of the 
research, and then gives the present development status of the existing market related 
products; secondly, the development platform and the framework of analysis; finally, 
on this basis, this dissertation design a Android platform, push system bases on the 
user, it can be integrated needs to demonstrate to the graphical interface of the 
content, and will make up for the traditional display and push the problem, through 
the Miracast wireless screen technology with Android, Android smart bar, a mobile 
device to share content to projectors, televisions and other display devices, without 
the need for tedious. The whole process is simple, and the desk clean. Can be widely 
used in corporate image display, teleconferencing etc…. 
The realization of this system is only a part of the client. The client can use 
graphical interface display a variety of pre-configured information and its operation. 
It runs in the application of Android system, through the WIFI network, internet 
network and server interaction to display information. At the same time, it provides 
caching mechanism and reliable, which can still work normally in the offline state. 
Results of the research compares with the traditional display push, reduce the 
wiring tedious and cost, at the same time it conforms to the trend of the smart mobile 
devices, field friendly graphical visual facing users can operate and search more 
convenient and clear. The user can quickly display sharing, expand the influence 
whenever and wherever possible, to improve the utilization of time.  
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